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Story

Boys usually see in Nora nothing more than a good friend. So now it's high time to change this during the

school trip to Prague - no other city could offer a more romantic setting for first amorous adventures! Even

Nora won't stay unkissed for long - want to bet? But whether it is going to be the class' pretty boy Kosmas,

globetrotter Mikkel or funny Tim who wins the bet and Nora's heart is up to the reader to decide…

In the third volume of her girl series for readers aged 13+ Franziska Gehm conceals once more who is

going to be the protagonist's dream partner for a happy ending. This way not only the witty and funny

dialogues make for amusing entertainment for the readers, but they get moreover to determine the

protagonist's love life to their hearts' content.

Franziska Gehm

Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy

communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar

school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an

author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various
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languages.

More titles in this series

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Macho Alarm

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Kiss Concert

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Party Kisses

Lovers or Friends - You

Decide! Flirt Attack

Lovers or Friends? You decide!

Flirt Recipe
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